Parliament and the Judiciary
upon itself. It has had the opportunity to engage in the
task of reform; it has never seriously bent its energies to
that task. Even in so relatively unimportant a sphere as
legal education, most of the changes under discussion
were urged upon the profession seventy years ago by
Lord Westbury.1 True as it is that British judges stand
high for both independence and integrity—and these are
great qualities—they do not exhaust the needs of the
situation. The right kind of judge is statesman not less
than lawyer. He sees the problems he has to confront in
the perspective of their political consequence. He realizes
that he must not equate his private social philosophy
with the implied purpose of legislation. Legal technique
as such reaches but a little way in the matters with which
we are here concerned. To be, in Blackstone's phrase, the
"living oracle ofj:he law," is not enough; he must strive
to be the living oracle of a living law. And a living law
must look always to the defects which the law can assist
in remedying. A search for the ratio deddendi is something
more than a discovery of an appropriate precedent; it is
also a determination of the path along which that pre-
cedent is to move. He as judge is to move it; and he
cannot move it rightly unless the path he chooses is one
that is socially adequate. That, 1 think, is what Mr.
Justice Holmes meant when ne said that the life of the
law has not been logic but experience.*
But in the acceptance of that famous phrase it is
relevant to enquire whose experience is involved, Law is
not merely an historical growth, finding its roots always
in its own past. It is also a purposive growth whose frame
is deliberately altered to serve new needs. The fulfilment
of those nee<fe may be settled by men whose experience
contradicts the judicial view of what is safe or wise or
* Hansard, March x, 1854.	* The Common Law (x88r), p. x,
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